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Building The Modified PW50

I thought long and hard about this article.  I
was not sure that I wanted to show people how to
“cheat to win” in the AMA sanctioned peewee class.  I
then realized that there are two reasons people could
use this type of information.  The first is that some
districts are not AMA sanctioned and allow PW’s to be
modified.  But the main reason I decided to write this
article is to expose the cheaters and teach the people
who play by the rules what the cheaters are doing.
Having the knowledge to spot these parents and being
able to protest them will help rid the class of these
types of parents.

Before explaining how to build the modified
bike, I would like to remind “the cheaters” of AMA
penalties for modifying your bike.  The first time you
are caught, you will be disqualified from the event.
Actually, your CHILD will be disqualified, not you.  If
you are caught again, your child can be suspended
from AMA racing for one year (Chapter 5 section C in
the AMA rule book).  I do not believe in cheating just
so a child can win.  I was there once and came to the
conclusion that teaching our children to cheat just for
the win is wrong.  We never would send our child to
school with the idea that is ok to cheat on his test, just
as long they pass it.  Yet, this is what we parents teach
our children when we perform illegal modifications to
their bikes.  Perform any of these modifications at
your own risk.  As with any modifications from stock,
there are risks.  I cannot be responsible for anything
that goes wrong if you use any of these modifications.
With this said, let me get on with the modifications.

The worst and most serious modification is to
use a 60cc cylinder and head that originally was
installed on the Yamaha YT60 three wheeler.  Since
both of these engines are identical, except for the
cylinder and head, these parts are interchangeable.
This type of modification is easily spotted since the
60cc cylinder has different markings on the side and
the head is much larger than the stock 50cc head.  The
picture in fig 1 shows the markings that are stamped
on the side of the cylinder.  If there are any other
markings other than 4J2, the cylinder is not stock.  A
stock cylinder can also be bored to fit the YT60’s
stock piston.  The pictures in fig 2 clearly shows the
difference between the stock cylinder bore and a stock
cylinder that is bored to a 60cc.  This modification is
impossible to spot from the outside since the cylinder

is actually stock (just bored oversize).  The head will
have to be cut to match the cylinder.  This is best left
to a machinist who has experience in machining
motorcycle heads.  Port a 60cc cylinder, and perform
the head work, you have a really fast PW.

Fig 1
All stock PW50 cylinders are stamped 4J2.  If

it does not have 4J2, it is not stock.

Fig 2
The cylinder on the left is a stock bore cylinder

while the cylinder on the right is a stock
cylinder that has been bored to fit a 60cc

piston.

I will not discuss porting specs in this article.
Send your cylinder to a qualified engine porter and let
him do his magic.  Porting a stock PW cylinder really
makes the engine fast, but a ported 60cc cylinder is
unbeatable by any 50cc PW.  Eric Gorr  (www.eric-
gorr.com) can port your cylinder and perform any
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necessary head work.  The stock squish clearance is
.065”.  What is squish clearance?  It is the distance
between the outer edge of the piston, and the cylinder
head.  Reducing this clearance to .030” - .035” will
make more compression, horsepower, and heat.
Machine the bottom of the cylinder head to attain the
correct clearance.  To find out how much will need to
be removed, you must first determine what your stock
squish clearance is.  Remove the head, and lay a piece
of thick solder across the top of the piston.  Install the
gasket and head, then use a wrench to turn the motor
over.  Do not use the kickstarter.  Once the solder has
been compressed, remove the head and measure the
outer edge of the solder.  This is your stock squish
clearance.  Subtract how much you want to end up
with (for example .030”) from the stock clearance and
this is how much that should be removed.  The picture
in fig 3 shows a modified head.  Notice how all of the
casting marks have been removed from the head.  This
is how you can spot a modified head.  If you lower the
squish clearance, you must use higher octane fuel .  I
once heard a PW that pinged badly and the dad tried to
tell me the engine was stock.  The piston can also be
ground to match the intake skirt and transfer ports.
Again, I recommend you leave this to your engine
porter.  Porting and/or head work can be heard if you
listen.  The bike gets louder and does

Fig 3
A cylinder head can be machined to reduce

the squish clearance.

The spark arrestor can be removed to improve
exhaust flow through the pipe.  If you remove the
baffle, the arrestor can be found at the very end, fig 4.
Doing this also makes the bike louder, but I have seen
many of these plug up with carbon.  I once ground the
welds off a pipe and removed every baffle inside.
Then I welded it back together.  It was much louder
and looked stock, but the bike ran good.  The ultimate
exhaust mod is a pipe from a company such as Dyno
Port (www.dynoport.com).  This type of mod is the
easiest to spot if used in the stock class, and it also
makes a huge difference in power.

Fig 4
Remove the spark arrestor using a hacksaw.

There is a lot of potential for power in the
clutch.  The clutch assembly can be machined consid-
erably to reduce weight.  Study the clutch design and
remove any material that is not needed.  There is a lot
of material that can be removed and a lighter clutch
will improve throttle response.  Aftermarket clutch
springs from Dyno Port or PAX Racing will allow
the engine to rev higher before engaging and improves
acceleration.  Bikes with different clutch springs can
be found by listening to how high the engine revs
before it begins moving.  It almost sounds like the
clutch is slipping and the throttle can be help open
more on the line before it engages.

The stock carburetor size is 12mm.  It can be
bored bigger, but caution must be used since there is
very little room for error.  This mod is best left to a
machinist.  The intake manifold can be ground much
bigger that stock.  The area where the reed valve is can
also be ground bigger, but Boyesen will have to make
special reeds that will fit.  The airbox top can be
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drilled to allow more air into the engine.  Install a
piece of foam in the top of the box to stop dirt from
entering the airbox, fig 5.  Tape up the holes if the
conditions are wet.  With intake and engine modifica-
tions, the main jet size may go from the stock 70 to an
80 main jet.  More fuel and air equals more power.
Use racing fuel if your compression warrants it.  If
not, use high-octane pump fuel.  Anyone using a main
jet over 75 is likely not a stock bike, or poorly jetted.

Fig 5
The top of the airbox can be drilled

for more air flow.

The flywheel can be turned slightly smaller to
reduce weight.  Use a permanent epoxy on the screws
that hold the magnets in place, then machine the
flywheel.  I often thought there was much more
potential in the flywheel/ignition system, but never
experimented with it.  Disconnect the start feature on
the handlebar by disconnecting the large connector
near the handlebars.  Make sure the stop switch still
works.  On 98 and above PW’s, this can be done
easily.  On older PW’s, there is only one connector so
you will have to do some re-wiring.  You only need
the two wires that control the stop switch.  Finding
people who have disconnected their start switch is
easy.  Just look at their wiring or watch to see if they
need to place the switch to the start position when
starting.  It is not legal for AMA sanctioned peewee
racing to disconnect the start switch wires.  The stator
assembly can be slotted so the ignition can be ad-
vanced.  I have never done this, but know of those
who have.
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Disconnect the oil pump and remove the gear
that drives it.  Use premix instead.  I have heard of
people who have put methanol (or something equiva-
lent) inside their oil tanks, then turned the oil pump
adjustment up.  In fact, one person from Zimbabwe,
Africa told me there was a father that did this but only
put in enough for most of the race.  After the race, the
officials could never find anything wrong.  They made
him disconnect the tank, and the bike did not run
nearly as fast.  I have also heard of this in flat tracking
but have never tried it.  Do this at your own risk since
I do not know much about it.  I am only trying to
inform you on what some people have done.

The stock suspension is soft and not really
meant for fast racing.  Pax Racing used to make
heavier forks springs.  Since there is no oil in the
forks, springs are all that can be changed to make the
forks stiffer.  Ohlins makes a shock for the PW, and
this should help in the rear.  Install YZ80 footpegs
(part numbers 22W-27411-01-90 and 22W-27421-01-
90).  The gearing from the QT50 Yamaha moped
should be used (15L-46121-00-00 and 3L5-46110-00-
00.

I hope these ideas help you.  I know there are
more modifications that can be done to the PW to
make it faster.  Please be aware that MXAmerica, nor
I, can be responsible for any problems that may arise
by using any of these modifications.  Do any of these
modifications at your own risk.  If you have any ideas
or ways to improve PW50’s, please e-mail me at
motoprof@motocross.com.  For updates or other
articles, visit my website at www.motocross.com/
motoprof.  Until next month, happy racing.


